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The ability to control the growth, texture and orientation of self-nanostructured
lead-free Aurivillius phase thin films can in principle, greatly improve their ferroelectric properties, since in these materials the polarization direction is dependent on
crystallite orientation. Here, we report the growth of c-plane oriented Bi6Ti3Fe2O18
(B6TFO) functional oxide Aurivillius phase thin films on c-plane sapphire substrates by liquid injection chemical vapour deposition (LI-CVD). Microstructural
analysis reveals that B6TFO thin films annealed at 850◦C are highly crystalline,
well textured (Lotgering factor of 0.962) and single phase. Typical Aurivillius
plate-like morphology with an average film thickness of 110nm and roughness
24nm was observed. The potential of B6TFO for use as a material in lead-free
piezoelectric and ferroelectric data storage applications was explored by investigating
local electromechanical (piezoelectric) and ferroelectric properties at the nano-scale.
Vertical and lateral piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) reveals stronger in-plane
polarization due to the controlled growth of the a-axis oriented grains lying in the
plane of the B6TFO films. Switching spectroscopy PFM (SS-PFM) hysteresis loops
obtained at higher temperatures (up to 200◦C) and at room temperature reveal a
clear ferroelectric signature with only minor changes in piezoresponse observed with
increasing temperature. Ferroelectric domain patterns were written at 200◦C using
PFM lithography. Hysteresis loops generated inside the poled regions at room and
higher temperatures show a significant increase in piezoresponse due to alignment of
the c-axis polarization components under the external electric field. No observable
change in written domain patterns was observed after 20hrs of PFM scanning at
200◦C, confirming that B6TFO retains polarization over this finite period of time.
These studies demonstrate the potential of B6TFO thin films for use in piezoelectric applications at elevated temperatures and for use in non-volatile ferroelectric
memory applications. C 2015 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise
noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4928495]

I. INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric materials are a valuable class of materials whose dipole moments can be switched
by application of an electric field at room and higher temperatures and which remain in the switched
state even when the field is removed.1 Ferroelectric materials may also be associated with other
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physical properties such as piezoelectricity, pyroelectricity, high optical activity and non-linear
dielectrics etc.2,3 Such physical properties are effectively utilized in ferroelectric random access
memories (Fe-RAMs), sensing and actuating applications.4,1,5
Among these multifunctional ferroelectric oxides, the lead-based perovskite, Pb(Zr, Ti)O3 (PZT)
and PZT-based multicomponent systems (ceramics and thin films) are widely used in data storage
devices (Fe-RAMs), sensors, micro actuators, transducers, capacitors and in the microelectronic
industries due to their superior piezoelectric properties (d 33 200 pC/N) compared with other oxide
systems.5 However, due to the volatile nature of lead and vaporization of lead oxides during processing at high temperature, lead products are subject to serious toxicological and environmental
concerns. In Europe, two different legislations were passed relating to ‘Waste from Electrical and
Electronic Equipment (WEEE)’ and ‘Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS)’.6,7 According
to these legislations, lead and other hazardous substances used in electric and electronic products
are restricted and the manufacturer of these products will be responsible for recycling of lead based
components. These restrictions are imposed on 10 different categories of electronics and electrical
equipment which include small and large house hold appliances, IT (information technology) and
telecommunications equipment, lighting equipment, consumer, toys leisure, monitoring and control,
automatic dispensers and medical equipment.8 While these restrictions are not currently affecting
the piezoelectric industry due to the difficulty in finding convenient comparable substituents with
effectively reduced environmental impact and high piezoelectric coefficients (d 33) to replace lead, it
is however known thatlead-based materials with lead contents of 60% and above will be banned in
the near future.9
Consequently, toxicity, volatility, high temperature instability and evaporation of lead in leadbased materials motivates the quest for developing novel lead free piezoelectric materials with
potentially high temperature stabilities and advanced electromechanical/piezoelectric properties.10,11
The origin of piezoelectricity in PZT-based perovskites is a result of the intrinsic structural noncentrosymmetry and lone pair Pb2+ electrons effectively contributing to spin exchange energy in
hybrid orbitals.12,13 Furthermore, non-centrosymmetric phases formed near the morphotropic phase
boundary (MPB) demonstrate enhanced piezoelectric properties. Due to similarities in the electronic
structures of Pb2+ and Bi3+ and their typically high Curie temperatures (Tc generally over 500◦C) and
stabilities, Bi3+ based systems are considered as potential candidates to replace lead in multicomponent piezoelectric systems, especially for elevated temperature applications such as automotive
engine sensors and high temperature Fe-RAMs.3,14
To date, an extensively studied and scientifically interesting family of bismuth-based piezoelectrics is the bismuth layer-structured ferroelectric (BLSF) family in the Aurivillius phase.15–18
Aurivillius phase materials are naturally 2-D nanostructured, consisting of (Bi2O2)2+ blocks interleaved with alternating nABO3 perovskite units (where n ranges from 2-9), described by the general
formula Bi2O2 (An−1 BnO3n+1), where A represents differing cations with valence states ranging from
+1 to +3 such as monovalent Na+, K+, divalent Ca2+, Mg2+, Sr2+, Pb2+, Ba2+ and trivalent Zr3+, Yt3+
etc. B represents cations with valence states ranging from +3 to +5 such as Fe, Mn, Ti, Nb etc. and n
represents the number of perovskite units per half unit cell. In the perovskite unit cell A-site cations
are coordinated to 12 oxygen ions and lie at the corner of the cell whereas B-site cations are located
at the centre of the cell and coordinate to 6 oxygen ions.15,17
The diversity of intrinsic structural tuning, variation in the number of perovskite blocks (n) and
the flexibility to accommodate wide varieties of A and B-site cations within the perovskite units
(in consideration of the structural tolerance factor (Tf )) allow for tailoring of properties, such as the
multiferrioc properties,17 the reduction of leakage currents and polarization switching fatigue.17,18
For instance, SrBi2Ta2O9 (n = 2) and Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12 (n = 3) have been commercially developed
for use in Fe-RAMS due to their reduced switching fatigue and high temperature stabilities as
compared to lead ziroconate titanate (PZT) based materials.19–21
It is well-know that bismuth layer structured Arivilius phase thin films (BLSF) with oddnumbers of perovskite units show spontaneous polarization (Ps ) along the in-plane a-axis and minor polarization along the out-of-plane c-axis, while even n-numbered films demonstrate response
along the out-of-plane a-axis only.22,35 Ferroelectric polarization in these materials is strongly hindered by additional impurity phases (such as pyrochlore).23 These microstructural defects can be
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overcome by using optimised growth processes. For instance, the deposition of highly textured,
oriented and uniform thin films can in principle extensively improve desired physical properties
such as ferroelectric polarization, in material systems where the polarization is dependent on crystal orientation. Aurivillius phase materials have been previously fabricated in both bulk and thin
film form using molten solid state reaction (MSS),24 sol-gel10 and pulse laser deposition (PLD)
processes,25 however, to date no report is available on deposition of n = 5 layer Bi6Ti3Fe2O15 thin
films using liquid injection chemical vapour deposition (LI-CVD). This is a pulsed liquid injection technique in which the volume and injection rate of precursor is controlled electronically in
microliter (µL) and pulse per milliseconds (pulse/msec). This technique allows high growth rates of
low vapour pressure multicomponent precursors (e.g. bismuth (thd)3) in thin film form for high-k
dielectrics and ferroelectric applications with high uniformity and control of thickness, orientation,
texture and composition.22
In this paper, we report the growth of c-axis oriented Bi6Ti3Fe2O15 (n = 5) Aurivillius phase
thin films on c-plane oriented sapphire substrates using the horizontal flow liquid injection chemical
vapour deposition (LI-CVD) method. The potential of B6TFO for high temperature applications
such as high temperature ferroelectric random access memories (Fe-RAMs) was explored at the
nano-scale by analysing local piezoelectric and ferroelectric phenomena (domain switching, polarization writing and reading of patterns etc.) using piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) measurements as a function of temperature applied in-situ. Fine polarizations patterns (100-300nm) were
written and read at elevated temperature (200◦C) and the stability of these patterns with respect to
time (>20hrs) is illustrated.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Bi6Ti3Fe2O18 (B6TFO) thin films were grown by a liquid injection chemical vapour deposition
(lI-CVD) technique using a horizontal flow Aixtron AIX 200/FE AVD (atomic vapour deposition)
reactor equipped with a pulsed liquid delivery injection setup. In this system liquid precursors are
injected into the Trijet vapourizer in mixture form. Low vapour pressure precursors were transferred
onto c-plane oriented single side polished sapphire (2inch diameter and 430µm thick) substrates
using N2 as carrier gas. Sapphire substrates were cleaned with isopropyl alcohol (IPA), dried with
nitrogen and loaded into the reaction chamber which was rotated at 60rpm over a susceptor to
obtain uniform depositions (observed average roughness for B6TFO was 24nm). Commercially
available (SAFC-Hitech) liquid organometallic precursors Bi(thd)3 (thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5heptanedionate), Fe(thd)3, and Ti(O-iPr)2(thd)2 (O-iPr = iso-propoxide) dissolved in toluene were
used at concentrations of 0.1 M. The ratios of net volumetric precursor injection delivery were
kept at 7.5:3:2 for Bi(thd)3 (thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionate), Ti(O-iPr)2(thd)2 and
Fe(thd)3, respectively by adjusting the pulse frequency and injection time during the growth run.
The net volumetric precursor ratios transferred in vapour form into the reaction vapourizer (Trijet)
are controlled by a computer controlled system operated at 220◦C. Due to the low deposition efficiency and volatile nature of bismuth at higher temperatures, 25% excess was added to compensate
any bismuth deficiencies and to suppress the formation of mixed and pyrochlore phases during the
annealing phase, as is well reported in literature for MOCVD (metal organic chemical vapour deposition) processes.22,26 A liquid flow meter was used to monitor the net liquid flow during processing.
The deposition temperature and pressure were kept at 610◦C and 10 mbar, respectively, while O2
was used as a reactant gas with a flow rate of 600sccm (standard-state cubic centimetre per minute).
Fabricated films were annealed in a conventional commercial furnace at varied set temperatures
in the range 800-900◦C to investigate the optimum temperature for crystallisation of single phase
B6TFO. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected over the range 5≤2Θ≤40◦ at room temperature using a Philips Xpert PW3719 MPD diffractometer equipped with a Cu-Kα radiation source
(operating at 45kV and 40mA) and nickel filter. XRD data was used to investigate the degree of
orientation of B6TFO thin films by calculating the Lotgering factor (LF) by comparing the ratios
of peaks along the preferred orientation to summation of all diffracted intensities peak and using
theoretical (hkl) intensities obtained from the Crystallographica software.26–28
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Microstructure, morphology and topography were examined using high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM Jeol 2100, 200 kV, double tilt holder), high resolution scanning electron microscopy (FEI Nova 630 HR-SEM) and atomic force microscopy (MFP-3D Asylum Research AFM in AC mode using Olympus AC160TS silicon cantilevers (Al reflex coated,
<300 kHz resonance frequency)). For TEM (transmission electron microscopy) analysis, crosssections of the B6TFO thin films were prepared using a FEI Helios Nanolab Focus ion beam (FIB)
with final thinning achieved at 93PA 30kV and polishing at 2kV 28PA. The d-spacing along the
preferred c-axis was calculated using the selected area diffraction (SAED) mode. Local electromechanical properties such as electromechanical switching, in-plane and out of plane piezoresponses
and ferroelectric polarization induced patterning at room and high temperature were investigated
using a piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) system equipped with a high voltage amplifier
HVA220 (MFP-3D Asylum Research). In-plane and out-of-plane electromechanical responses were
analyzed by single frequency PFM29 using an electrilever operating at a frequency (20 kHz) lower
than the tip/sample contact resonance cantilever frequency.30 Amplified out-of-plane electromechanical responses were measured by dual AC resonance tracking piezoresponse force microscopy
(DART-PFM) using the electrilever close to the tip/sample contact resonance frequency and by
tracking the resonance frequency to minimize topography cross-talk.30 Olympus AC240TM Electrilevers, Ti/Pt coated silicon cantilevers (Al reflex coated, 70 kHz resonant frequency, ∼320 kHz
contact resonance frequency) were used for PFM imaging. In order to calibrate the cantilever before
imaging the sample surface, the inverse optical lever sensitivity (InvOLs) was calibrated for each
new cantilever according to the MFP-3D procedural manualette. Domain patterns were introduced
(‘written’) onto the sample surface and ‘read’ using the Asylum Research PFM lithography mode
using an applied DC bias (Vdc) higher than the ferroelectric coercive field (Hc) of the sample.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Crystallographic Properties

The crystal structure of the B6TFO thin films deposited onto c-plane sapphire substrates was
investigated using X-Ray diffraction (XRD) and high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HR-TEM) as illustrated in figures1 and 2. In order to determine the most favorable temperature
to achieve optimum crystallinity of single phase Bi6Ti3Fe2O18, B6TFO thin film samples were
annealed at different temperatures over the range 800◦C-900◦C. XRD patterns (figure1 a-b) reveal
that preferential orientation of the B6TFO thin films is along the c-axis and crystallinity increases
with an increase in annealing temperature. Peaks designated with asterisk (*) are from the sapphire
substrate and the XRD sample holder. To visualize and identify possible impurities and secondary
phases, the x-ray intensity data was plotted in a logarithmic scale. The observed XRD peaks were
indexed on the basis of relevant layered structured Aurivillius phase profiles, (Joint committee on
powder diffraction (JCPDS No. 38-1257) sapphire substrate and CuKβ peaks.
B6TFO films annealed at 850◦C for 10min illustrated in figure1(a) exhibit reflections consistent
with an n = 5 Aurivillius phase structure with average lattice parameters a = 5.47, b = 5.38 and
c = 49.26 Å. No additional impurity or secondary phases such as the spinel structures (the most
prominent peak is expected at 35.4◦ for the (311) reflection) or pyrochlore phases (the most prominent peak is expected at 29.96◦ for the (444) reflection) were detected in scan in range 5≤2Θ≤40◦.
However, it should be noted that background noise level during XRD scanning limits the detectability of such minor phases. Minor secondary phases with trace level volumes below 3 vol%
of the parent composition are typically undetectable by the XRD technique.17 Although previous
investigations of the Bi5Ti3Fe0.7Co0.3O15 thin films demonstrated that trace levels of magnetic spinel
impurities can significantly contribute to magnetic responses observed in oxide thin films,17,31 the
presence of these minor phases at trace level would not be expected to influence the overall ferroelectric response of films showing uniform piezoresponse to any significant degree. XRD peaks
become sharper and the FWHM (full width at half maxima) values decrease (the FWHM of the
(0012) peak decreases from 0.37◦-0.25◦)) with respect to increase in temperature (800◦C- 900◦C),
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FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns representing the effect of temperature on crystallinity and phase formation for B6Ti3Fe2O18
thin films on c-plane sapphire substrates: (a) 800oC, 830oC, 850oC (b) a mixed phase Aurivillius material demonstrating
intergrowths of a 4 (Bi5Ti3FeO15) and 5 (Bi6Ti3Fe2O18) -layered phase was observed for thin films annealed at 900oC. The
reflections labelled in black font are from the 5-layered phase while those labelled in green font are from the 4-layered phase.

confirming an increase in crystallinity. Additional XRD peaks were observed for B6TFO when annealing conditions were increased to 900C◦ for 10min as illustrated in figure1(b). These additional
peaks were attributed to reflections of a mixed layered Aurivillius phase structure having both n = 5
and n = 4 repeating units within the sample. Such mixed layer phases may be attributed due to
volatility, instability and evaporation of Bi at higher annealing temperatures.15 Since ferroelectric
polarization is influenced by the degree of orientation and texture of Aurivillius phase films, the
degree of orientation for the B6TFO films is expressed in terms of Lotgering factor.27 The Lotgering
factor (Lf ) measured for the B6TFO thin film annealed at 8500C was 0.962, confirming that the
B6TFO thin film is preferably oriented along the out-of-plane c-axis (c-plane) and textured27,28
although full texture was not obtained (Lf <1) as observed by the (1111) and (026) reflections.
Figure 2 represents a cross-section HR-TEM micrograph of a B6TFO thin film annealed at
850◦C. TEM analysis reveals that the B6TFO thin film has a clear n = 5 layered Aurivillius structure with uniformly distributed perovskite units over the sample. The average unit cell length of
4.8 nm along the c-axis is in good agreement with the observed XRD results. No intergrowth and
impurity phases with differing unit cells parameters were observed by TEM analysis.
B. Morphology and composition

High resolution scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM) micrographs represented in figure3(a)3(b) at high and low magnification reveals that B6TFO (annealed at 850◦C, 10min) thin films exhibit
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FIG. 2. Microstructural analysis: representative HRTEM cross-section image of an Aurivillius phase B6Ti3Fe2O18 sample
on c-plane sapphire annealed at 850◦C for 10min.

grains crystallized with plate-like morphology which is characteristic of the layered structure Aurivillius phase materials. Furthermore, SEM-EDX ratios confirm the stoichiometry of the Bi6Ti3Fe2O18
composition. Due to the layered nature of the B6TFO crystals, the thickness varied across the film.
An average thickness, measured using cross-section SEM for B6TFO thin film (850◦C, 10min) was
110nm as represented in figure 3(b).

FIG. 3. Representative (a) HR-SEM top-view (b) HR-SEM cross-section (c) and (d) AFM topography images of
B6Ti3Fe2O18 thin films.
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The surface topography of the B6TFO thin film is illustrated in figure 3(c)-3(d), as imaged by
AFM. The plate-like morphology is also evident by AFM and the average surface roughness for the
B6TFO thin films annealed at 850◦C for 10 minutes is estimated to be ca. 24nm.
Since, Pyrochlore phase strongly influences ferroelectric/piezoelectric properties of Aurivilius
phase thin films. STEM with EDX provides capabilities to perform local elemental mapping to
scrutinize Bi6Ti3Fe2O18 thin film samples for possible investigation of secondary phase inclusions.
The elemental mappings were conducted over 51x44 µm2 over 72hrs scan time as illustrated in
fig. 4. From these EDX elemental mappings, it can be seen that there is clear evidence of 1 Fe
rich area of 0.2x0.5x3.8µm. HR-TEM was performed over this region to investigate n perovskite
units as illustrated in inset of fig.4(b). More interestingly, it was observed that Fe rich phase has
same bismuth content as primary main phase for 5-layer Aurivilius phase structure. Only the slight
Ti content was lowered by the amount of Fe increment in perovskite unit of Aurivilius structure.
The ratios on Fe access over the Ti content at B-site of perovskite unit was further investigated
by performing various number of point EDX spectra over this region as illustrated in Fig. 4(f).
The net observed average Ti: Fe in this region was 2.8: 2.2 and average variation in composition
was Bi3Ti2.8Fe2.2O18. While observed average major primary composition for main phase in
Bi6Ti3Fe2O18. This excess in Fe content may be introduced in primary phase due to inappropriate
mixing during LI-CVD growth.

C. Local electromechanical and ferroelectric polarization

The potential of B6TFO thin films for use in high density data storage ferroelectric devices
(FeRAMs) at elevated temperature (in our case 200◦C) was investigated at the local level by visualizing the ferroelectric polarization associated with domain structure, domain switching, polarization
reversal, writing and reading multi-domain patterns (by aligning polarization along one direction).
Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) is a powerful non-destructive tool and the dual AC resonance tracking (DART), vertical piezoresponse force microscopy (VPFM), lateral piezoresponse
force microscopy (LPFM) and lithography modes29,30,32,34 were used to analyse the associated
physical properties at elevated temperature (up to 200◦C) at the local submicron/nano scale.
1. Local in-plane and out-of-plane electromechanical and ferroelectric
polarization investigations

The magnitude of ferroelectric polarization and polar orientation within the plane and out-ofplane was investigated by scanning B6TFO samples in the lateral and vertical single frequency PFM
modes, respectively to investigate the suitability of B6TFO thin film for in-plane or out-of-plane
memory switching applications. In this mode, topographical cross-talk from sample grains is
avoided by scanning the sample at a lower frequency (20 kHz) than the cantilever contact resonance frequency (300-310 kHz) (figure 5(a)-5(d)). It is well established that the magnitude of
ferroelectric polarization (Ps ) in layered Aurivillius phase structures is influenced by the number
of perovskite units (n).22 As noted earlier, Aurivillius phases with odd numbers of perovskite units
have their spontaneous polarization vector along the in-plane a-axes and show weak or minor
out-of-plane c-axis polarization (Ps ), while Aurivillius phases with even numbers of perovskite
units (n) show spontaneous response along in-plane a-axis polarization.22,35 The amplitude response
observed at room temperature demonstrates that the B6TFO films are piezoelectric, with comparably higher ferroelectric polarization strength and piezoresponses in the lateral a-axis direction
(figure 5(b)) with those measured in the vertical direction (figure 4(a)). Phase responses as illustrated in figure5(c)-5(d) along the vertical out-of-plane and lateral in-plane directions, respectively,
demonstrate naturally self-polarized piezoelectric domains with preferential orientation either along
0◦ or 180◦ with respect to the PFM tip. The differences between the topography and natural
self-polarized domains are easily observable by comparing figures 5(a)-5(e). These results demonstrate that the increased ferroelectric polarization strength along the lateral plane compared with the
vertical plane indicates a preference for B6TFO for possible use in in-plane switching devices.
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FIG. 4. Compositional analysis: Representative crossectional EDS map (51x44µm2) of Bi6Ti3Fe2O18 on c-planer sapphir
annealed at 8500C for 10min (a) secondary electron image (b) Fe minus Bi distribution and HR-TEM of Fe rich area (inset)
(c-f) elemental distribution (g) EDX point spectra.
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FIG. 5. Single frequency piezoresponse force microscopy micrographs for B6Ti3Fe2O18 m=5 layer thin films: (a) out-ofplane amplitude response (b) in-plane amplitude response (c) out-of-plane phase response (d) in-plane phase response (e)
topography.

The potential of B6TFO for out-of-plane switching was further investigated by assessing
vertical local electromechanical polarization and ferroelectric responses using the DART-vertical
piezoresponse force microscopy (DART-VPFM) mode at room temperature.30 This technique amplifies the out-of-plane polarization response in the Aurivillius phase thin films by enhancing the
weaker vertical response signal. In DART-VPFM, the electrilever is sinusoidally excited near or
at contact resonance frequency (300-310 kHz) to boost the electromechanical signal along the
out-of-plane c-axis (vertical direction). Topographical cross talk and scanning artefacts in the
DART-VPFM mode are reduced by contact resonance frequency tracking based on amplitude detection feedback.30 Figure6(a)-6(c) shows representative vertical DART-VPFM micrographs of the
polycrystalline B6TFO thin films. These micrographs illustrate the room temperature out-of-plane
amplified amplitude and phase response signals from the minor polarization vector along the c-axis.
The amplitude contrast (figure 6(b)) demonstrates the magnitude of the vertical piezoresponse,
which is appreciable for B6TFO in this amplified PFM mode. Self-polarized multi-domains are
clearly observable by comparing the topography image with phase and amplitude images. The image illustrates some domains with natural 180◦ polarization (c+) which are the result of out-of-phase
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FIG. 6. Dual AC Resonance Tracking (DART) PFM amplified images of Bi6Fe2Ti3O18 (B6FTO) m=5 on sapphire substrate:
(a) Height response (b) PFM amplitude response (c) PFM phase response.

local contraction of the sample under the influence of the ac tip bias, while the domains with
0◦ polarization (c−) orientation are attributed to out-of-plane local expansion of the sample. A
component of the out-of-plane electromechanical response (illustrated in figure 6(a)-6(c)) may also
be attributed to some tilted, a or b-axis oriented grains which are accessible to probing in the
vertical PFM mode. The difference between oppositely orientated (normal out-plane to the surface
pointing downward or upward) domains is 180o.
2. Effect of temperature and applied bias (Vdc ) on the ferroelectric switching properties

The 180◦ out-of-plane local electric field (Vdc ) induced dipole reversibilty (ferroelectric polarization) and domain switching behavior in B6TFO thin films was investigated at room and elevated
temperature (200◦C) using DART switching spectroscopy PFM (DART-SSPFM) in the presence
and absence of an applied DC-bias (Vdc), as represented by the hysteresis loops in figure 7. These
loops clearly demonstrate the ferroelectric character of the B6TFMO thin films. While macroscopic hysteresis behavior involves nucleation and domain growth as a result of accumulation of
multi-domains, in the case of PFM, local hysteresis involves the growth and nucleation of a single
domain beneath the PFM tip.32 Figure 6 represents an overview of domain growth, nucleation,
switching and saturation in the B6TFO thin films at room temperature with an applied external DC
field using the conducting PFM tip.
For clarity, the effect of applied bias (Vdc ) at room temperature on domain switching, ferroelectric polarization reversal and saturation (Ps ) are represented by generating hysteresis loops at
different (40-60V) applied bias (Vdc ) as illustrated in figure 7(a), where it was observed that the
piezoelectric response increases with an increase in applied field (Vdc) until ferroelectric saturation (Ps) at 60V. 180◦ ferroelectric switching is clearly observed in the films (figure 7(b)) with
a maximum observed vertical response of ∼8 pm/V (figure 7(a)) and coercivity of 20V at room
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FIG. 7. Ferroelectric polarization switching with respect to applied external bias (Vdc): (a) Effect of bias on the magnitude
of out-of-plane electromechanical (pm/V) response (b) Phase response with respect to applied bias. (c) Effect of temperature
on the local out-of-plane electromechanical response.

temperature. The polarization reversal observed along the vertical direction is atributed to the minor
c-axis polarization component characteristic of Aurivillius phase materials containing odd numbers
of pervoskite units in their structure.
The increase in piezoelectric response observed with applied bias (Vdc ) is attributed to domain
growth in the expense of higher applied biases (Vdc ). The phase response with respect to applied
bias (Vdc ) is represented in figure 7(b), where clear evidence of 180◦ ferroelectric switching is
presented. The local ferroelectric switching in B6TFO thin films with respect to temperature is illustrated by comparing locally generated hysteresis loops generated at different tempreatures (room
temperature to 200◦C) represented by figure 7(c) where, it can be observed that polarization saturation (Ps ), coercive field (Hc ) and remanent polarization (Pr ) increases with increasing temperature
up to 200◦C . This slight increase may be attributed to removal of surface residues at higher temperatures such as evaporation or removal of water molecules from the film surface. Small changes in
piezoresponse of this nature with respect to increasing temperature demonstrates the stability of the
ferroelectric properties of B6TFO up to 200◦C and suggests that B6TFO thin films could be utilized
for elevated temperature devices applications.3,32
3. Polarization switching by PFM lithography

The potential of B6TFO as a material for ferroelectric random access memory (Fe-RAMs)
type applications depends on its ability to retain permement ferroelectric polarization at room and
high temperature., because the binary codes in FeRAMs are asscoiated with up and down states of
ferroelectric polarization.36,38
Ferroelectric polarization reversal depends on the minmum coercive field (Hc ) required to
switch the ferroelectric domains. A slightly higher field (70V) than the coercive field was applied
to the B6TFO thin film in a writing step to ensure alignment of the polarization patterns along
one direction. The quality of B6TFO thin films to retain polarization with respect to time and
temperature was assessed on the basis of the DART-VPFM ferroelectric lithography technique
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FIG. 8. Representative DART-VPFM images (scan size 20 µm2 × 20µm2) of B6TFMO thin films and comparison between
domain orientation within a poled area (14 µm2 × 14µm2; 60V (Vdc) polarization field) and the surrounding un-poled area at
200oC after 20hrs in the reading step: (a) surface topography, (b) amplitude image demonstrating out-of-plane piezoresponse
(c) phase image demonstrating the direction of the written domain pattern. (d) DART SSPFM hysteresis loops showing
comparisons between the magnitude of domain switching within the polled (14x14 µm2) areas and the outside un-polled
areas at room and elevated temperatures.

which involves writing and reading multi-domain patterns or arrays without any topographical
changes to the sample surface.30 This technique was used to exploit the ferroelectric polarization
along the c-axis in the B6TFO thin films. Ferroelectric lithography was performed on an area
20x20 µm2 and 130 nm thick B6TFO thin film with respect to temperature (200◦C) as represented
by Figure 8(a)-8(c). Within this area, a square type box of area 14x14 µm2 was poled during
the lithography ‘write’ step by applying a 60V DC field (Vdc ) (higher than the coercive field of
20V)) vertically to the surface of B6TFO thin films at 2000C. This higher applied direct field (Vdc )
causes ferroelectric polarization switching and re-orientation of the ferroelectric dipoles along the
upward direction over the polarized square area (14x14µm2) in the PFM ‘writing’ step.32,33,37,38
The ‘written’ scanned area (at 200◦C) was further scanned over 20hrs in the normal DART-VPFM
mode while the sample stage was maintained at a temperature of 200◦C and same written patterns
remained over this time as detected in the ‘reading step’ (figure8(a)-8(c)), confirming that B6TFO
thin film retains polarization over this finite period of time at this higher temperature.
Ferroelectric polarization switching behavior was quantitatively assessed by generating hysteresis loops with respect to applied bias (Vdc) within the written domain square pattern at room and
high temperatures after 20hrs of poling the 14 x 14 µm2 area, as is illustrated in figure 8(d). From
this figure it can be observed that the hysteresis loops generated from the poled regions demonstrate
significantly higher vertical piezoresponses (25 pm/V) compared with the unpoled areas outside the
14 x 14 µm2 square (∼8pm/V) (figure 8(d)). The higher piezoresponses observed may be attributed
due to the accumulative switching of polled domain arrays. Such accumulative polarization switching is attributed to the ferroelectric switching transient effect.39,40 When a bias (Vdc ) is applied
from the PFM tip, this results in dielectric polarization followed by polarization reversal. If the
applied field (Vdc -on) is turned off before completion of polarization reversal, this may result in
depolarization of the dielectric polarization of each component of the switched ferroelectric domain
and effected neighbor ferroelectric domains with their inherent decay time.40
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FIG. 9. PFM image of fine ferroelectric domain features (a) written in the B6Ti3Fe2O18 thin films using PFM lithography
with an applied DC bias of Vdc = 70V at 200◦C and (b) read after 20hrs at 200oC. This data confirms the stability of the
fine ferroelectric polarization patterns and the potential use of B6Ti3Fe2O18 in high data storage technologies. The typical
domain widths are 100-300nm.

Furthermore, the effect of temperature on the piezoresponse in the poled area and comparison
between the piezoresponse observed from un-poled domains and within the poled area is illustrated
in figure 8(d). It can be observed that remnant polarization (Pr ) and saturation polarization (Ps )
increases slightly with increase in temperature in both cases, most likely due to the loss of surface
residues e.g. water at higher temperature.
High density ferroelectric data storage media are typically associated with fine feature sizes
with increased polarization magnitudes which can be encoded into at least two directions/states of
binary code. In the case of the B6TFO thin films, polarization patterns with typical domain width of
100-300nm were easily introduced and written at an applied bias of 70V. The stability of retaining
polarization patterns were observed on removal of the applied bias (Vdc ) in the ‘read step’ as
illustrated by figure 9(a)-9(b). It should be noted that the fine pattern was written at 200◦C and read
after 20hr at the same temperature, confirming ferroelectric polarization stability of fine B6TFO
patterns up to this finite period of time and are stable at elevated temperatures (200◦C). The stability
of the ferroelectric polarization pattern with respect to time and temperature suggests the suitabilty
of this ferroelectric material for potential application as active components in non-volatile memory
devices (FeRAM) at room and higher temperatures.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, highly textured B6TFO thin films containing five perovskite units (n=5) per half
unit cell were grown on c-axis oriented sapphire substrates by a liquid injection chemical vapor
deposition process (LI-CVD) using dilute liquid precursors. Microstructural annalysis demonstrated
that B6TFO thin films annealed at 850◦C for 10 minutes are 5-layered Aurivillius phases with no
additional detectable secondary impurity phases. PFM results establish that the B6TFO thin films
are piezoelectric and ferroelectric at room temperature with the major polarization vector component in the lateral plane (a-axis) of the films. There was no decrease in the switching polarization
and saturation (Ps ) piezoresponse with increasing temperature (200◦C) for the B6TFO thin films,
demonstrating the stability of the films at elevated temperature and applied bias. Poled areas and
fine domain patterns (typical domain width 300nm) are stable with respect to temperature up to
200◦C and the films retain polarization for a period of at least 20hrs. The B6TFO films demonstrate
potential for possible future commercial applications in high temperature piezoelectric sensing
applications since they are lead free piezoelectrics exhibiting switching between two stable polarization states at elevated temperatures. The ability of B6TFO to store ferroelectric polarization, at
room and high temperatures, makes it a potential candidate for memory storage devices which are
stable at elevated temperature.
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